The Numeral Song
(Tune: “Skip to My Lou”)

Come right down and that is all. (Use index and middle finger and do
Come right down and that is all. “invisible” writing in the air. Keep
Come right down and that is all elbow stiff. Pretend to “erase” the
To make the numeral one. numbers between each verse.)

2 – Curve around and slide to the right…
3 – Curve in and around again…
4 – Down, over, down some more…
5 – Down, around, put on a hat…
6 – Curve in and around again…
7 – Slide to the right and slant it down…
8 – Make an “s” then close the gate…
9 – Circle around then come right down…
10 – Come right down, then make a zero…
We can sing the “Numeral Song”…
And make numerals all day long!

Activities: Let children do invisible writing on each other’s backs or on their palm.
Make textured numerals from felt, yarn, glue, sandpaper, etc. so children can trace them as they sing.